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SWITCH ACTUATOR 

FIELD OF THE INVETSTTION 

This invention relates to an actuator for high voltage air break electrical switches. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVEISTTION 

Prior art air break switches are relatively large switches which require significant force 

to operate. Such switches are usually mounted on top of power poles and are designed to 

immediately break the power supply along an overhead high voltage distribution line or 

number oflines. Present air break switches are activated by manually operated handles. These 

handles are located at the base of a power pole to which access is only available to authorized 

maintenance crews. Prior art air break switch actuators usually comprise a lever mechanism 

biased to open or close a switch and to hold the switch in the open or closed position. The 

oiasing action is normally due to a powerful spring under compression between two points 

corresponding to the switch's open or closed positions. The spring applies force in either 

direction away from a position between the open and close positions to the lever operating the 

switch which is also held in the open or closed position by the force of the spring. This 

introduces certain problems mainly that when the actuator is driven in a reverse direction, the 

spring pressure is relieved from the air break switch for the time that the spring travels to a 

r angeover point. At the changeover point the spring commences to open or close the switch 

by applying force in the relevant direction. The problem is when spring force which is holding 

the switch closed is removed the switch contacts for this brief period are only held together 

3 v gravity with the potential for arcing should they commence to separate due to some external 

lorce or pressure. Importantly, the force required to open a switch is greater than the force 

required to close a switch. As a result, actuators therefore are limited to springs which are large 

enough to provide enough force to open the switch. It is the inventor's observation that prior 
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nrt actuators do not have the ability to vary the spring force as required to open or close the 

switch so that more compact and springs which apply less force to the switch mechanism can 

he used. In addition, as prior art actuators have an exposed sliding slot mechanism, they are 

prone to be vandalised and can be affected by adverse weather conditions such as the 

mechanism icing up, being corroded by salt in a marine environment and/or jamming due to 

lie nesting activities of birds and bird droppings. 

Utilising existing ball screw linear drives and associated electronics, it is now possible 

to operate air break switch actuators remotely by means of radio control. This negates the 

necessity for maintenance crew have to travel to a fault site in order to operate the air break 

switch to disconnect power along the relevant faulty line or lines. The switch can be actuated 

well in advance to limit or prevent further damage to the grid and to isolate faulty sections of 

inc. The introduction of remote control mechanisms, however requires efficient and smooth 

operation of the actuator apparatus. Prior art switch actuators which may be affected by 

weather, vandals or jammed by other factors present a significant reliability problem in terms 

of remote or radio controlled operation. 

It is therefore an object of the present invention to alleviate to some degree some of the 

problems associated with prior art air break switch actuators or to at least provide the public 

with a useful choice. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In a first aspect the present invention consist in an air break switch actuator comprising 

or including : 

a structure providing means to locate in position, 

a switch actuating means adapted to move between a first and a second position 

corresponding to an open or a closed position, or vice versa, of a switch, 
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operating means, operable manually and/or by a drive unit, 

a connection means connecting the operating means with the switch actuation means to 

positively displace the switch actuation means at least during part of the movement of the 

operating means 

biasing means applying, directly or indirectly at least during part of the movement of the 

switch between the first and second positions, a biasing force to urge the actuating means to 

.c first or the second position. 

Preferably the biasing means acts directly or indirectly at least during part of the 

movement of the switch between the first and second positions, to bias the switch actuating 

means away from a snap through region of movement thereof, in a direction towards the first 

or second position. 

Preferably said biasing means acts on the connection means to bias the connection 

means via a linkage means, there being provided as part of said linkage means a trigger means 

io move the direction of the biasing force applied by the biasing means to the connection 

member dependent on the position of said connection. 

Preferably said trigger means is engaged to the linkage mechanism and becomes 

operative, to move the direction of the biasing force when said connection means is at the snap 

through region, by being displaced by the movement of said connection means. 

Preferably said linkage means is configured such that said trigger is actuated by the 

movement of said connection means, to advance the snap though point to occur earlier in said 

•KID though region. 

Preferably said switch actuating means comprises a switch lever rotatably movable about 

iever axis between two positions corresponding to the open and closed positions of said 

'^-'itch. 
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Preferably said operating means comprises an operating lever rotatabiy movable about 

:iLud lever axis between two positions corresponding to the open and closed positions of said 

switch. 

Preferably said connection means is a plate which is rotatable about said lever axis and 

includes a connection member for engagement and to provide positive displacement by the 

operating means, to the switch actuating means at least during part of the movement of the 

operating means. 

Preferably said operating means includes an operating plate directly connected to and 

for rotation by said operating lever, said operating plate having at least one slot, concentric 

with said lever axis, with which said connection member of said connection means is engaged 

:it least during rotation of said operating means towards said snap through point, said 

connection means is rotatabiy displaced by the movement of said operating plate up to the 

rjoint at which snap through occurs. 

Preferably said switch actuation means includes a switch plate directly connected to said 

switch lever to operate the rotation of said switch lever respondent to the displacement thereof 

by the connection member. 

Preferably said switch plate includes as least one slot, concentric with said lever axis, 

with which the said connection member of said connection means is engaged to displace said 

:witch plate at least through and beyond said snap though point. 

Preferably said at least one slot of said switch plate is of identical shape to the at least 

one slot of said operating plate. 

Preferably said at least one slot of said operating plate, when said connection plate is 

at its extremes of rotation, is in alignment with the at least one slot of said switch plate. 

Preferably said connection plate is intermediate of the operating plate switch plate, said 

connection member being a transverse pin extending into the slots of the connection plate. 
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Preferably said operating plate has two slots and said switch plate has two slots, said 

; mcchon plate providing two connection members, one for each of the pairs of slots. 

Preferably said linkage means includes a connection rod acting directly on and at a 

circumferential point of the connection plate, said connection rod connected to a crank pivoted 

: ->i;t a fulcrum provided by said trigger arm, wherein said biasing means is provided to act 

.ii said crank to bias said connection rod toward said connection plate. 

Preferably said trigger arm is pivotably located to said structure providing means to 

place said fulcrum with a component of movement in a direction tangential to the arc of 

tvernent of the connection point of the connection rod to the connection plate. 

Preferably a locking means is movably mounted from said structure providing means 

selectively lock the switch plate from rotating when said switch is in either the first or the 

ccond position. 

Preferably said locking means is at least one pawl member pivotable with respect o the 

i-ruire providing means to move between a retracted condition and a locking position, 

A herein in a locking position it is able, when aligned with, to engage with a complementary 

aaped notch of catch of said switch plate. 

Preferably said locking means is movable from said engaged condition to said retracted 

j jndiiion, respondent to the rotational position of said connection plate, by a cam follower 

which follows the contour of an appropriately shaped cammed surface of said connection 

- me. 

Preferably said locking means is movable from said retracted condition to said engaged 

condition, respondent to the rotational position of said connection plate, by a cam follower 

; ,.ch is biased towards and to follow the contour of an appropriately shaped cammed surface 

of said connection plate. 
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1 [i a second aspect the present invention consists in a switch actuator to move a switch 

>*twcen a first and second position corresponding to an open and closed position of the 

1 ic h. said actuator comprising or including: 

a first rotatable member in mechanical connection with and to move said switch between 

-,:ud open and closed position by the rotation of said rotatable member about an axis, 

a second rotatable member in mechanical connection with an actuator, and rotatable 

aoout said axis 

a connection member rotatable about said pivot axis, said connection member biased by 

;;:ismg means for rotation about said pivot axis in a toggle manner between a first angular 

; M uon and a second angular position, said connection member providing a mechanical 

onnection means to locate 

(a) against  a fixed point of, and be displaced by, said second rotatable means at least 

during the rotation of the connection member by the second rotation means towards the 

point of toggle of the connection means, and 

t b) against a fixed point of and to thereby displace, the first rotatable member at least 

( luring rotation of said connection member passed said point of toggle. 

Preferably said fixed points of said first and second rotatable members are the distal ends 

, t least one slot provided in each of said first and second rotatable members, said 

, nechanical connection means extending into each of said slots. 

Preferably said biasing means acts on the connection member to bias the connection 

-mber via a linkage means, there being provided as part of said linkage means a trigger 

neans to move the direction of the biasing force applied by the biasing means to the 

connection member dependent on the angular position of said connection member . 

Preferably said trigger means is engaged to the linkage member and becomes operative 

ro move the direction of the biasing force, when said connection member approaches a point 
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i rotation nearing the toggle point, by being triggered by the movement of said connection 

umber. 

Preferably said linkage means is configured such that said trigger is actuated by the 

I'-vernertt of said connection member to advance the toggle point to occur earlier in the 

otaiion of said connection member. 

In a further aspect the present invention consists in the use of an actuator as hereinbefore 

_ .znbed for the control of an air brake switch between an open and closed position of the 

Lir brake switch. 

In still a further aspect the present invention consist in an air break switch actuator 

:;uding in combination: 

a housing adapted to enclose in position, 

a switch actuating means adapted to move between a first and a second position 

. [responding to an open or a closed position, or vice versa, of a switch, 

operating means to operate said actuating means, the operating means manually operable 

:md/or driven by a linear drive unit, 

releasable locking means adapted to lock the actuating means in either the first or the 

second position, 

biasing means adapted to apply a biasing force to urge the actuating means to either the 

or the second position, 

linkage means coupling the operating means with the locking means and the biasing 

means, the linkage means adapted to change the direction and strength of the biasing force 

: nween said first and second portions, 

wherein in operation, the operating means disengages the locking means and causes the 

actuating means to move from the first to the second position and at the same time overcoming 

the biasing force of the biasing means; the linkage means changing the direction and strength 
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:■" the biasing force to urge the actuating means from the first to the second position, the 

■;mg means then re-engaging and locking the actuating means in the second position, the 

operation repeatabie between first and second positions as required. 

Preferably the actuating means comprises a switch lever movable between two positions 

• .a joined to a slotted switch plate, the switch lever connected by connecting rods or other 

means to open or close the air break switch. 

Preferably the operating means includes a manually or motor driven crank, the crank 

^mnected to a motor plate having slots which at least in one position is in corresponding 

.lUenment with the slots of the switch plate, the motor plate engaging the switch plate by 

.ne-ans of a spring plate intermediate the motor plate and the switch plate wherein the spring 

e has transverse pins engaging the slots of the motor and switch plates, the motor plate, 

spring plate and switch plate in coaxial alignment and rotatable about an axial shaft. 

Preferably the linear drive unit is a linear electrical actuator with a mechanical clutch at both 

JUGS of travel to prevent damage to the actuator in the event of jairuning or failure of any of 

ihe actuator's components. Such an electrical linear actuator enables the spring actuator to be 

moidy operated. 

Preferably the locking means comprises one or more pawl members pivotal about an axial 

iiicmber at one end and having one or more sprags engageable with notches in the switch plate. 

; <; sprags of the pawl members are disengageable from the notches by means of a cam action 

the spring plate whereby one or more cam lobes on the spring plate in contact with one or 

more cam following portions of the pawl members pivots the pawl members away from the 

- *vuch plate. 

'I he biasing means is preferably a spring under compression operating through a lever 

connected by an extension arm to a lug on the spring plate. 
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Thc crank operating through the linkage members compresses the spring and cause the 

•pring plate to rotate from the first to the second position until the direction of the spring's 

M)»-ce is changed by the linkage members so that the compression of the spring is released to 

r fhe spring plate and the switch plate to the second position. On reaching the second 

position the pawl members are re-engaged with the switch plate thereby locking the switch 

?.ate in the second position. 

To return the switch plate to the first position, the order of the operation is reversed by 

the crank to change the rotation of the spring plate in the direction of the first position wherein 

! - pawl members are disengaged from the switch plate by the cam action of the spring plate. 

• c spring is recompressed until the direction of the spring force is changed by the linkages 

rember wherein the spring is again released from its compressed state to return the spring 

;:.tts and the switch plate to the first position. 

Preferably the biasing means includes adjustment means for adjusting the tension of the 

;:pring. 

Preferably the engagement of the sprags of the pawl members with the notches of the 

switch plate is under spring tension and is adjustable. 

IFF DESCRIPTIONS OF THE DRAWINGS 

In order that this invention may be more readily understood and put into practical effect, 

reference will now be made to the accompanying drawings which illustrate a preferred 

Pediment of the invention and wherein: 

Figure 1 is an illustration of the air break switch actuator in situ according 

:o the invention, 

Figures 2 - 5 show the action of the air break switch actuator of Figure 1, viewed in 

direction A of Figures 2b-5b respectively, 
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Figures 2a and 5a show the relative positions of the switch lever and the motor lever 

uiresponding to Figures 2-5, 

Figures 2b-5b shows a transverse section of part of the actuating means according 

■ he invention. 

Figure 6 is an illustrative view of the mechanism showing triggering of the snap through 

)f the spring plate. 

Fi gure 7 is a view of an air brake shown in a closed condition and in phantom in an open 

.ondition, 

Figure 8 is an end view of the air brake actuator, 

F'oure 9 is a perspective view of part of the present invention at the regions of linkage 

t\rm connections to the switch lever and motor lever, 

Figure 10 is a side view of the airbrake switch actuator and portions of the linkage arms 

■• rnding from the switch lever and motor lever, wherein also illustrated is a lock out pin for 

lie optional and selective use to render the present invention inoperative, 

Figure 11 shows an alternative to the pawl biasing arrangement, and 

Figure 12 illustrates in detail and in an end view when compared to the view as shown 

•br example in Figure 2, of the biasing assembly 120. 

. AILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Referring to Figure 1 there is shown an air break switch 124 actuated by an operating 

lever 2 located on a power pole 3. The switch is connected to the air break switch actuator 4 

rcing to this invention by means of connecting rod 5. The connecting rod is connected to 

he switch lever 20 of the actuator. The motor lever 22 is connected to a linear actuator drive 

.ir.it 8 which has a manual operating mechanism comprising an adjustable extension 8a 

• :uQled to a lever mechanism 8b. Preferably the drive unit is a linear electrical actuator with 
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i mechanical clutch at both ends of travel to prevent damage to the actuator in the event of 

r.rnming or failure of any of the actuator's components. Such an electrical linear actuator 

.! oies the switch spring actuator to be remotely operated. With reference to Figure 1, the 

.actuator is shown with an optional remote control facility 9 to enable radio 5 controlled 

i ruvation of the actuator. 

The air brake switch actuator 4 is mounted on a power pole 3 and connects to the 

Jderating lever 2 of the air brake switch 124. The air brake switch actuator of the present 

i vention allows the movement of the air brake switch between a first and second condition 

_K ig conditions to allow power to be conducted and to be broken at the switch). 

The present invention moves the air brake switch by the use of an over centre toggle 

•:>nng arrangement. A biasing means such as a spring is compressed until the mechanism of 

j ore sent invention reaches a point where then the energy of the biasing means is utilised in 

Apidly moving the air brake switch to the other condition. 

) n the most preferred form, the air brake switch actuator is provided in a housing 10. 

structural providing portions of the components of the present invention are preferably 

swo side walls 122 between and from which the components of the air brake switch actuator 

: c provided. 

Prior to detailing the operation of the invention, reference is first made to Figure 2, 2a 

and 2b where there is shown components of an air break switch actuator according to the 

-vention. In Figure 2 one side of the housing has been removed. In this position of the 

^mponents of the device, the switch (not shown) is in the closed position. The switch lever 

:\) is connected to the switch plate 16 (herein also referred to as a first rotatable member) and 

< \.e motor lever 22 is connected to the motor plate 84 (herein also referred to as a second 

::itable member). The motor plate 84, is of a substantially similar shape and has 

substantially similar features as that of the switch plate 16. Indeed in the conditions as shown 
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r iigures 2 and 4, the slots 29, 30 of the switch plate 16 are in substantial alignment with 

correspondingly shaped slots 88, 90 of the motor plate 84. 

A spring plate 24 (also herein referred to as the connection member) is located to rotate 

..uout the same axis of rotation as the motor and switch plates. Its rotation is of a snap through 

M- toggle like manner. 

Both the spring plate 24 and motor plate 84 and switch plate 16 rotate about a pivot axis 

j mm on with the axis of the central shaft 123. 

The spring plate 24 which preferably lies adjacent the switch plate 16 engages to 

. ;::lace the switch plate by means of at least one pin, and preferably two pins 26, 28 in the 

-lots 29, 30 of the switch plate. 

The spring plate 24 itself, is displaced (prior to reaching the over centre snap through 

: [ i) by the motor plate 84 by means of the pins 26, 28 which also extend within the slots 88, 

'-J0 of the motor plate. 

Referring to figure 2b there is shown the switch lever 20 which is in coaxial relation with 

ror lever 22, motor plate 84, switch plate 16 and spring plate 100. The motor plate 84 and 

r«e switch plate 16 are connected by means of their respective slots 88, 90 and 29, 30 via the 

nmsverse pins 26, 28 of the spring plate 24. The spring plate is preferably located between 

nc switch plate and the motor plate. 

Movement of the spring plate is limited by the lug 32 coming into contact with stoppers 

54, 56. The stoppers may also be provided in a form similar to the spacer member 42 as 

own in Figure 12, to span between the side walls 122 of the housing. 

The spring plate is connected by a linkage mechanism to a biasing assembly 120 which 

acts to move the plate in a snap through manner. This connection is preferably achieved by 

ig 32 connected by extension arm 34 and crank 37. The crank is also connected to a trigger 

mechanism which includes lever 36. The lever 36 is connected to the housing at a stationary 
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. vol point 127. This stationary pivot point provides the pivot point about which the lever 36 

«mates. The stationary pivot point 127 is stationary relative to the axis of rotation of the spring 

plate, motor plate and switch plate.   At or towards one distal end of the lever 36, is a 

iaceable pivot point or fulcrum 128 at which the crank 37 is pivotally located. The crank 

w is connected to the biasing assembly 120,  in a manner such that the crank will operate to 

Jeliver a force in direction Fx along the extension arm 34 in a direction towards the spring 

; jie 24, The biasing assembly provides the speed of operation of the air switch. The speed 

operation is adjustable by making adjustments to the biasing assembly 120. The biasing 

assembly preferably includes a biasing means such as a compression spring 38. This biasing 

-•cans is able to have its biasing force in the direction indicated by "F\ adjusted by for 

example a nut 52 provided on a threaded member 40. In the most preferred form the biasing 

means 38 is a helical spring. By reducing the length of the spring by rotating the nut 52 

v/ardly along the threaded member, the speed of operation of the air switch is increased. 

With reference to Figure 12, the biasing assembly 120 is held stationary at the position where 

Vrxi spacer member 42 is provided. This spacer member 42 is preferably bolted to and extends 

iVCen the side wall plates 122 of the housing of the airbrake switch actuator of the present 

invention. The nut 52 may include a locking bolt 121 to lock the nut in the desired position 

r.iong the threaded member 40. Counter clockwise rotation of crank 37 compresses spring 38. 

;,j Threaded member has a portion 41 which is slidably and pivotally located with and 

through spacer member 42. 

A locking mechanism may also be provided to lock the air brake switch in its open and 

•csed condition.   This is preferably achieved by at least one and preferably two pawl 

members. 

The pawl member 12 is pivotably secured at pivot 126 similarly like the spacer member 

I substantially between the side walls 122 of the housing to thereby locate a pivot point for 
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t AQ pawl member. This pivot point 126 may also provides the pivot point for the pawl member 

i md a cam following section 60. 

The pawl member is connected to lever 36 by means of an extension rod 46 having 

tension adjustment means comprising lock nut 50, adjusting nut 41 and spring 43. The 

. cnsion rod 46 is pivotally and slidably connected with respect to a connection point 152. 

Figure 11 shows an alternative to the provision of a rod 47 wherein merely a spring is 

ntached to a structural part of the enclosure of the present invention to provide a biasing 

.ins to the pawls and cam follower in a direction towards the plates. 

Both pawls 12 and 64 act on the switch plate 16. In the configuration as shown, one of 

:c pawls 12 and 64 act to lock the switch plate at one extreme of rotation (e.g. when the air 

iL.ce switch is closed) and the other of the said pawls acts to lock the switch plate at the other 

extreme of rotation (e.g. when the air brake switch is in an open condition). See for example 

figures 2 and 4 of the extreme positions of rotation of the switch plate. 

With reference to figure 4b, the pawl 64 is engaged with the notch or lip 66 of the switch 

plate to thereby prevent rotation of the switch plate (with reference to figure 4) in an anti 

clockwise direction. 

With reference to figure 2, the pawl 12 is engaged with the notch 14 of the switch plate 

10 thereby lock the switch plate from rotating in a clockwise direction. 

Whilst the locking of the switch plate could be achieved by a single pawl to be located 

within an appropriately shaped recess in the spring plate, it has been found that a ratchet 

shaped pawl to act in only one direction of locking on the switch plate, reduces any problems 

f natural movement occurring to the present invention (as a result for example the movement 

the power pole or pressure being applied to the switch e.g. icing) which may jam the 

operation of the device of the present invention. A ratchet shaped pawl will allow for more 
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; e traction of the pawl from the notch but such ratchet shaped pawl requires for there to 

c two pawls one for locking the rotation in each direction of the switch plate. 

The spnng plate has raised portions or cam lobe sections 31 to effect a cam like action 

■ ;hc pawl member 12. 

The cam following portion 60 follows the cam surface on the perimeter of the spring 

late 24. An interconnection exists between the pawls and the cam following section 60 to 

v.Tcby control the engagement and disengagement of the pawls with the switch plate, 

x ferring now to the operation of the invention, we firstly refer to figure 2 wherein the air 

r kc switch is in a closed condition as a result of the switch lever 20 being in an upper most 

.ouion. In this condition the motor lever 22 is also in an upper most condition. 

The switch is locked in this position by the pawl member 12 shown with the sprag 13 

i -he pawl engaging notch 14 in the switch plate 16 thereby preventing the switch plate from 

oiaung in the clockwise direction. Whilst the force of the biasing assembly on the spring 

late and hence when in the conditions as shown in figures 2 and 4, on the switch plate could 

sufficient to ensure that the switch plate remains in that position, sometimes gravity or other 

xiernal forces which maybe acting on the operation lever or air brake switch may allow for 

he switch plate to move. This is why the preferred provision of the pawl members is included 

L! .e present invention. When at the extremes of rotation, the switch plate is actually locked 

uia prevented from rotation by the pawl members engaging with the pawl engaging notches 

• 4. 66. 

Figure 2a shows the relative positions of the switch lever 20 and motor lever 22 in the 

condition of figure 2. 

Once a rotation is provided to the motor lever 22 as a result of connection with an 

Luator such as a handle or the motor connection 8 in a downward direction, the motor plate 

84 will rotate in a clockwise direction with reference to figure 2. As the pins 26, 28 are'at the 
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inu clockwise extreme most location of the slots 88, 90 of the motor plate, when the motor 

iiz- ;s rotated in a clockwise direction the pins and hence the spring plate also rotate in a 

■ iockwise direction. Preferably at least up until the point where the toggle mechanism of the 

iv:enc invention will snap through the toggle point the pawl 12 is engaged with the notch 14 

[ me switch plate 16. 

Figure 3 shows clockwise rotation 58 of the spring plate 24 and the switch plate 16 

■ 'ards a switch open position. By the further counter clockwise rotation of the spring plate, 

oawl member 12 becomes disengaged from the notch 14 as a result of the cam lobe 31 of 

• - spring plate coming into contact with the earn following portion 60 and lifting the pawl 

nner 12. Between the cam follower and the pawl member 12 is an interconnection by for 

s~.;.ple a pin and slot arrangement at 128 which, will lift the pawl member 12 to being 

..^engaged with the pawl engaging notch 14. The switch plate is then free to move in a 

cicwise direction. This clockwise rotation will occur when the pins 26, 28 of the spring 

t e engage the ends of the slots 29, 30 of the switch plate. Rotation of crank 37 caused by 

■ :e extension arm 34, causes spring 3 8 to be compressed as the spring plate travels towards 

\,non marked, "x". 

Figure 3a shows the relative positions of the switch lever 20 and motor lever 22 for this 

.■j a uon. 

With reference to figure 3b, it is to be noticed that the positions of the pins and the slots 

.. i accurately reflected as the pins have rotated clockwise from the position as shown in 

'j res 2 and 2b. 

The trigger mechanism of the linkage means is provided by the lever 36. The lever 36 

.   voted about pivot 127 and its movement is dependent on the position of rotation of the 

v itch plate 24. A finger 62 provided on the lever 36 on the other side of the axis of rotation 

•■■-:t:re the fulcrum of the crank 37 is provided on the lever, is positioned to engage with a 
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xect portion on the spring plate such as a spring plate lug or pin 35 or the like. As the switch 

'   approaches the snap through point (which would be a fixed point if the fulcrum 128 of 

ic crank was provided as a stationary pivot point) the finger 62 makes contact with the spring 

v.tc and is thereby displaced. This displacement causes the lever 36 to rotate about the pivot 

!   and to thereby displace the fulcrum 128 in a direction which advances the point of snap 

rough. With reference to figure 6, it can be seen that when the fulcrum point 128 has been 

.solaced, that the angle of force Fx, is changed in respect of the spring plate. As the snap 

_ ugh point of the spring plate is dependent on the angle at which the biasing force is applied 

long die extension arm 34, the movement of the direction of the force will advance the point 

snap through in both the clockwise and anti clockwise rotation of the spring plate, 

.viibre effectively there is a snap through region 129 which is an arc of rotation of the 

witch plate defined by the distance of displacement of the fulcrum 128 resulting in the 

.ovement of the angle of force applied by the extension arm 34. The trigger mechanism 

r vides a component of displacement of the fulcrum 128 in a direction which has a 

omponent of movement at least tangential to the switch plate. 

Fit^ure 4 shows the spring plate 24 has rotated passed the snap through wherein the spring 

;ias been allowed to decompress thereby urging the spring plate via extension arm 34 to 

?t:ite in the clockwise direction until lug 32 is in contact with stopper 56. The spring plate in 

; ,;x nosition causes the switch plate 16 and hence the switch lever to rotate clockwise and to 

, die switch. 

The sprag 63 of pawl member 64 is shown engaging the second notch 66 of the switch 

are thereby locking the switch in the open position. Figure 4b shows the relative positions 

., „ue motor lever 22 and the switch lever 20 for this position. 

In moving from the condition as shown in figure 3 to the condition as shown in figure 

i t can be seen in figure 3 that the motor plate slots 88, 90 are in a position which when the 
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vvitch plate is moved by the spring plate through the snap through point will result in the slots 

!" the switch plate to be in a substantially similar location as the slots of a motor plate. That 

. the slots of the motor plate are in a position that will allow for the pins 26, 28 to rapidly 

displace clockwise and hence the drag switch plate with it to move the switch to the open 

•ndiuon. 

The appropriate selection of the shape and lengths of the slots will hence allow for a snap 

hrough action to occur of the spring plate which then carries the switch plate with it, without 

:being any force applied on the motor plate by the biasing means (once beyond the snap 

:trough point). 

Figure 5 shows the counter rotation of the spring plate 24 in the direction of arrow 27 

•  >rds the switch closed position of Figure 1. Cam lobe 31 of the spring plate 24 by engaging 

v:in the cam following section 60 will result in the pawl member sprag 63 of pawl member 

- disengaging from the notch 66 of the switch plate. As the spring plate rotates in the counter 

v kwise direction 27 towards the snap through position the spring 38 is recompressed by the 

enem of crank 37. The spring is released once the lug has passed the snap through position 

, that it assumes a less decompressed state when the spring plate and the switch plate are 

:i ned to the first position as shown in Figure 2. 

f VANTAGES OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

ne advantages of the preferred embodiment include its enclosed structure which is not 

•sosed to either the weather or the possibility of interference by vandals. The air break switch 

• :uator as herein above described can be used to isolate sections of high voltage power 

_.L7ibution networks. 

The locking of the actuator in the switch open or closed position is an advantage which 

.-■ comes the possibility of arcing or partial disconnection due to the bending or warping of 
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:!'C power pole on which the actuator and switch are located. As previously discussed, as prior 

n air break switch actuators presently rely on the strength of the spring in order to close or 

•Ai the switch, there is possibility that contact can be broken if the spring breaks or the 

•wwer pole bends or is warped. The locking means of the invention ensures that electrical 

. uiact is maintained irrespective of the force of the spring or biasing means. The smoother 

■deration and trigger mechanism of the present invention also allows motor drives and other 

screw jack means to operate air break switches efficiently and with reduced possibility of 
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CLAIMS 

1.     An air break switch actuator comprising or including : 

a structure providing means to locate in position, 

a switch actuating means rotatable about a rotation axis between a first and a second 

5 rotational position corresponding to an open and closed position of a switch, 

operating means rotatable about said rotation axis and responsive in rotation to a manual 

and/or by a drive unit input via an operating lever of said operating means, 

a connection plate rotatable about said rotation axis connecting for rotation the operating 

means with the switch actuation means to positively displace the switch actuation means at 

10 least during part of the movement of the operating means, said connection plate carrying pins 

which extend into slots of said switch actuating means and said operating means 

biasing means applying a biasing force to said connection plate in toggle like manner 

said connection plate being responsive in rotation to the rotation of said operating means 

by coupled engagement via at least one of said pins prior to reaching said toggle point 

15 whereupon said connection plate by coupled engagement via at least one of said pins with said 

switch actuation means rotate said switch actuation means under the urge of said biasing 

means from one of the first and second position to the other, 

and wherein a pawl is provided to lock rotation of said switch actuating means by its 

engagement with a pawl engageable notch in said switch actuating means when said switch 

20 is in its second rotational position. 

AMENDED SHEET 
iPEAfAU 
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2. An air break switch actuator as claimed in claim 1 wherein said biasing means acts on 

the connection means to bias the connection plate via a linkage means, there being provided 

as part of said linkage means a trigger means to move the direction of application of the 

5 biasing force at said toggle point. 

3. An air break switch actuator as claimed in claim 2 wherein said trigger means is engaged 

to the linkage mechanism and becomes operative, to move the direction of the biasing force 

when said connection means is at the toggle point, the direction being displaced responsive 

to the movement of said connection plate. 

10 4.     An air break switch actuator as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 3 wherein said switch 

actuating means includes a switch lever rotatably movable about said axis between two 

positions corresponding to the open and closed positions of said switch. 

5.     An air break switch actuator as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 4 wherein said 

operating means includes an operating lever rotatably movable about said axis. 

15 6.     An air break switch actuator as claimed in claim 5 wherein said operating means 

includes an operating plate directly connected to and for rotation by said operating lever. - 

7.     An air break switch actuator as claimed in any one of claims 4 to 6 wherein said switch 

actuation means includes a switch plate directly connected to said switch lever to operate the 

rotation of said switch lever respondent to the displacement thereof by the connection plate. 

20 8.     An air break switch actuator as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 7 wherein at least one 

of said pins of said connection plate is engaged to and to displace said switch plate when said 

connection plate rotates through and beyond said toggle point. 

9. An air break switch actuator as claimed in claims 6 to 8 wherein said slot of said switch 

plate is of identical shape to the slot of said operating plate. 

AMS^SD SHEET 
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10. An air break switch actuator as claimed in claims 6 to 9 wherein said slot of said 

operating plate, when said connection plate is at its extremes of rotation, is in alignment with 

the slot of said switch plate. 

11. An air break switch actuator as claimed in any one of claims 6 to 10 wherein said 

5          connection plate is intermediate of the operating plate and said switch plate, said pins extend 

parallel to said axis. 

12. An air break switch actuator as claimed in claims 7 to 11 wherein said operating plate 

has two slots and said switch plate has two slots, said connection plate providing two pins, one 

for each of the pairs of slots. 

10 13.   An air break switch actuator as claimed in any one of claims 3 to 12 wherein said linkage 

means includes a connection rod acting directly on and at a circumferential point of the 

connection plate, said connection rod connected to a crank pivoted about a fulcrum provided 

by said trigger arm, wherein said biasing means is provided to act on said crank to bias said 

connection rod toward said connection plate. 

15 14.   An air break switch actuator as claimed in claim 13 wherein said trigger arm is pivotably 

located to said structure providing means to displace said fulcrum with a component of 

movement in a direction tangential to the arc of movement of the connection point of the 

connection rod to the connection plate. 

15. An air break switch actuator as claimed in any one of claims 7 to 14 wherein said pawl 

20          is movably mounted from said structure providing means to selectively lock the rotation of the 

switch plate. 

16. An air break switch actuator as claimed in claim 15 wherein said pawl is able to move 

between a retracted condition and a locking position, wherein in a locking position it is able 

to engage with a complementary shaped notch of said switch plate. 

AMENDED SHSST 
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17.   An air break switch actuator as claimed in claim 16 wherein said pawl is movable from 

said engaged condition to said retracted condition, respondent to the rotational position of said 

connection plate, by a cam follower which follows the contour of an appropriately shaped 

cammed surface of said connection plate. 

5 18.   An air break switch actuator as claimed in claims 16 or 17 wherein said pawl is movable 

from said retracted condition to said engaged condition, respondent to the rotational position 

of said connection plate, by a cam follower which is biased towards and to follow the contour 

of an appropriately shaped cammed surface of said connection plate. 

19. The use of an actuator as claimed in any one of claims 1 to 18 for the control of an air 

10                 brake switch between an open and closed position of the air brake switch. 

20. A switch actuator to move a switch between a first and second position corresponding 

to an open and closed position of the switch, said actuator comprising or including: 

a first rotatable member in mechanical connection with and to move said switch between 

said open and closed position by the rotation of said rotatable member about an axis, 

15 a second rotatable member in mechanical connection with an actuator, and rotatable 

about said axis 

a connection member rotatable about said pivot axis, said connection member biased by 

a biasing means for rotation about said pivot axis in a toggle manner between a first angular 

position and a second angular position, said connection member providing a mechanical 

20 connection means to locate 

(a) against a fixed point of, and be displaced by, said second rotatable means at least 

during the rotation of the connection member by the second rotation means towards the 

point of toggle of the connection means, and 

(b) against a fixed point of and to thereby displace, the first rotatable member at least 

25          during rotation of said connection member passed said point of toggle 
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wherein a pawl is provided to lock rotation of said first rotatable member by its 

engagement with a pawl engageable notch in said first rotatable member when said switch is 

in its closed condition. 

21. A switch actuator as claimed in claim 20 wherein said fixed points of said first and 

second rotatable members are the distal ends of at least one slot provided in each of said first 

and second rotatable members, said mechanical connection means extending into each of said 

slots. 

22. A switch actuator as claimed in claims 20 or 21 wherein said biasing means acts on the 

connection member to bias the connection member via a linkage means, there being provided 

as part of said linkage means a trigger means to move the direction of the biasing force applied 

by the biasing means to the connection member dependent on the angular position of said 

connection member. 

23. A switch actuator as claimed in claim 22 wherein said trigger means is engaged to the 

linkage member and becomes operative to move the direction of the biasing force, when said 

connection member approaches a point of rotation nearing the toggle point, by being triggered 

by the movement of said connection member. 

24. A switch actuator as claimed in claim 23 wherein said linkage means is configured such 

that said trigger is actuated by the movement of said connection member to advance the 

toggle point to occur earlier in the rotation of said connection member. 

25. The use of an actuator as claimed in any one of claims 20 to 24 for the control of an air 

brake switch between an open and closed position of the air brake switch. 
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are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so 
made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code, and that such willful 
false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application, any patent issuing thereon, or any patent on which this verified 
statement is directed. 

Name: Steve Dalyai 
Title: President 
Address: 60 Fadem Rd. 

SprinRfield, NJ 07081-3186 

Signature: Date; 
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